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MAD MARCH: 

It's all happening now.. The premises are getting a much needed upgrade with new 

cladding, new roof and guttering, a paint job, new windows and a lot of internal 

alterations and upgrades to meet Fire and Safety requirements. The welding shop 

work is on hold as the contractors are using the area for tools storage and outside 

access is limited to a few doors. But we're still open and still growing. 

Renovations are on track and should be completed by the end of April. 

 

 

 

PROJECTS 

One of our new members projects is so big it won't fit in the workshop. Tom is 

building a Tiny House on a huge trailer out on the green. We are the only Shed that 

has enough space to accommodate this massive project and Tom has setup a 

fenced area for security and safety reasons  I intend to follow this in future 

newsletters as it progresses. I'm going to need a wider lens as it grows. 
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With the greens both being now populated with The Hubs boxed garden projects and 

other Eco builds this area is also getting busy  We've already had samples of the 

fruits of their labours and the harvest should grow a lot by next year. 

 

 

 

Inside the workshop there will be some disruption as the contractors do their 

upgrades.  Don is having a great time reorganising everything and the dust and 

sawdust is still flying as other projects, albeit smaller than Toms, continue. Both 

wood lathes get a regular workout at most sessions and we are seeing some nice 

pieces being made by members. 



 

TO ALL NEW JOINERS: 

Please be aware that a lot of the equipment we have available has particular 

operating requirements and can be hazardous if used incorrectly. If you have ANY 

doubts at all please find a member with a RED TAGGED badge to assist you in both 

staying safe and instructing you in best practice operation. Always Clean up after 

yourself and put tools back where they came from. If you have changed the settings 

of a machine return it to default (original).  

THE WORKSHOP: Bunning's generosity with small power tools continues. We have 

a bunch of new battery drills and other small items. With our growing membership 

these are useful additions to our range. 

We had a visit from a travelling 'Sheddie' from the UK a few weeks ago. Martin 

Young dropped by on his Aus\NZ trip and got shown around. He reckons he is  going 

back with a few good ideas he'd like to try back home. 

Our electronics\clean room is slowly coming together with new benches in place and 

some basic equipment being made available. I am possibly able to source some gel 

cell (12v) batteries for more ambitious projects. Speak to me if you need batteries of 

that description.  

Glues n’ Screws etc. Most of this ‘stuff’ is available to members to use except for 

hugely expensive epoxy (2 pot) glues….supply own for large quantities or make a 

donation.   

Tips on Machine Use: Let the Machine do the Work…refrain from ‘pushing it’ if you 

have to ‘push-it’ then maybe the blade or drill bit or sanding belt needs changing. 

Aluminium and grinding wheels are NOT compatible…use a sander instead. 

ADMINISTRATION STUFF: We have a new a Financial Officer, Nattu 

Nataraj….takes over from Tony Vaughan. Our office has had a makeover, new desk 

system and arrangement. It even got carpet installed. 



ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS are now due for just about all members except for 

those that joined this year who got a bit of a bonus of one or two extra months. 

If you are unsure about your status email us the SHED; 

aucklandcentralshed@gmail.com    So its $100 for renewal of your 

subscription…make sure your name is on it as a reference and put ‘subs’. Please 

ensure you have the correct A/C BNZ 020108 0377934 000. 

We are planning to send out a survey which you will receive in about a week or so. 

With Rugby Season almost upon us with all the congestion that goes with that and 

with the problem of accessibility of the SHED. What we will be asking you is do you 

normally come to the SHED on a Saturday. And then would you come to the SHED 

on a Sunday Instead.    

Cheers 

Brent 
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